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THE STRUCTURE OF SOLID SURFACES 

by 

L. L. Kesmodel and G. A. Somorjai 

LBL 4956 

Materials and i~olecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
. and Depad:i€nt of Chemistry, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 94720 

The past decade has witnessed exciting developments in the field of 

surface science. Muc~ of this advance has been due to new techniques of 

electron and atom scattering that provide fundamental information on ~he 

structural and electronic properties of solid surfaces. In addition, 

high speed digital computers have allowed for increasingly realistic 

calculations to test theoretical models of the surface properties. Sur-

face studies are particularly motivated by the need for a better under-

standing of the phenomena invo1.-ved in such important and diverse appl i-

cations as heterogeneous catalysis, photography, and solid state devices 

of high surface-to-volume ratio, to mention only a few. In this article 

we shall focus on the characterization of the structure of solid surfaces 

(or surface crystallography) by the technique of low-energy electron 

'diffraction (tEED), which has been found to be the most po'werful method 

to investigate the surface geometry of crystalline solids on an atomic 

scale.(1-4) ,Other important surface spectroscopies often utilized in 

conjunction with LEED include Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) for the 

characterization of surface chemical CO~Position(5) and ultraviolet 

photoe lectron spectroscopy (UPS) for studi es of surface e lectroni c 

structure; ~6 y 

The structure of solid surfaces is pertinent to virtually all 
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descriptions of surface phenor.~na and gives LEEO a stJtus in surface 

science analogous to that of X-ray diffraction in the JescriotiDn of 

bulk atomic structure. As·we shall see below, however, the state of our 

knowledge of surface structures is quite incomplete, although rapidly 

advancing, and muc;l of what one says today must .still be only qualitative. 

We can underscore the novelty of the field by noting that, although 

Davisson and Germer performed the first electron di ffraction experiments 

in 1927, the first quantitative determinations of the structure of clean 

met~l surfaces(?) \'/ere not carried out until the Deriod 1969-71. Similar 

investigations of chemisorbed atoms on surfaces were i~itial1y reported(S) 

for sodium ~~ a nickel substrate in 1972. The first structural deter-

mination of molecul'ar chemisorption has been reported only in the past 

several months for the hydrocarbon acetylene (C2H2) on a platinum sub

strate. (9) The prospects for further significant advances of this kind 
. /' 

in the next few years look excell€nt, and such structural determinations 

will certainly have considerable impact on our understanding of·the 

nature of the surface chemical bond, and chemical teactions at surfaces. 

In this 'article we hope to place in perspective the state of surface 

crystallography on a variety of different surfaces. We limit the dis

cussion to chemically clean crystalline surfaces, the topic of adsorbed 

f h · b d' d tl . h·· 1 (10) gases on sur aces aVl n9 een 1 scusse very recen y 1 n t 1 S Journa • 
, . 

Following an introduction to essential LEED concepts we consider separately 

the various surfaces, from metals to molecular crystals. We endeavor to 

provide quantitative data \"here available but emphasis by necessity is 

placed on qualitative considerations. This is particularly apparent in 

the case of reconstructed surfaces, which have thus far defied truly 

• 
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. quantitative investigation and insulator surfaces which Dose certain 

experimental problems due to cnarqing and electron-beam-induced desorption • 

Finally, we include a brief discusSion of stepped surfaces which have 

received the growirig interest of investigators in the field. 

Electron Diffraction from Surfaces. 

When viewed on a microscopic or subMicroscopic scale the surface of 

a crys tal is heterogeneous; vari ous ki nds of i rregul ari ties are present. 

Here, however, we are concerned only with those well-ordered domains 

that c0l1111on1y span the range of several hundred angstroms with the atoms 

situated in repeating rows characterized by \'1ell-defined interatomic 

distances. We describe this surface periodicity by a DNo-dimensional 

lattice such that a translation { in the plane of the form 

n2~ (1) 
.' 

I , 
takes each atom to an equivalent site. Here n1 and n2 ar~ integers and 

~ and R. are the primitive translation vectors defining the surface unit 

cell. 

In LEED we probe this periodicity in the surface plane by scattering 

a monoenergeti c beam of electrons from the surface such that the de"Bro~nte 

wavelength )."= h/12rrir is comparable to the lattice spacing. Strong 

diffraction occurs, and the elastic~11y backscattered electrons are 

channeled into a family of discrete beams 9 such that 
'" (2) 

where til and ~~ are resp~ctively the cdmpbnents 6f the incident and 

outgoing wavevector of the s~attered electron in the direction parallel 

to the surface. There are precise Laue relations(l,3,4}betwee~ the 
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r~ciprocal lattice def~ned by the family of beams £ and the ~irect space 
~ , 

lattice so that the process of working back from the observed angles of 

diffraction to the vectors ~ and ~ of interest is a straightforward matter. 

A typical apparatus used for these experiments is illustrated in 
(UHV, -9 

Fig. 1. Ultrahigh vacuum conditions /base pressure '\,10 torr) are main-

tained to insure surface cleanliness. The backscattered electrons are 

post-accelerated to a fluorescent screen, and the diffraction pattern so 

produced (Fig. 2) is observed through a glass viewport. The condition 

of the surface under study is quite apparent from the diffraction pattern. 
o 

Sharp spots are indicative of long-range order ('\,200 A) on the surfa~e. 
<. 

Diffuse spots probably signal poor ordering or the presence of adsorbed 

i mpuri ti es. Extra di ffracti on spots, meani ng t\ose not expected on the 

basis of simple termination of the bulk lattice structure along the sur

face plane, indicate either a reordering (reconstruction) of the lattice 

in' the surface region or the presence of ordered impurity structures. 

AES is routinely used to identify impurities that may be present with 

about 1% of a monolayer sensitivity. 

The energy range 1 ~~200 eV prov; des optimal surface sensiti vity. 

The electrons in,this range do not penetrate more than a few atomic 

layers before they undergo inelastic scattering events (absorption) and 

are lost from the detected (elastic) portion of the beam. Furthennore, 
" 

they are rather strongly scattered in an elastic fashion by.the attractive 

Coulomb forces of the atomic nuclei and may traverse very complex tra

jectories(multiple or dynamical s.cattering) before exiting from the 

Crystal. These considerations are, of course, quite general and also 

have sorne bearing on quantitative interpretations of AES and UPS. 

" 

.. 
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Intensitv Analysis 

As outl ined above, the two-dimensional unit cell. vectors are readily 
• 

{::lund from observation of the di ffraction pattern geometry. We cannot 

• in this manner, hO'Y',ever, discover the arrangement of atoms or molecules 

in the basis of the unit cell nor information concerning spacings of 

the atoms in the direction perpendicular to the surface plane (hereafter 

referred to as the z-spacing). This essential information can be ex-

tracted (although \'Iith considerable difficultyl) from analysis of the 

dependence of the intensit~ I, of the diffraction spots on the incident 

beam energy, V -- so-called I-V profiles. These profiles (shown in Fig. 

3 for the Ni(OOl) surface(11,12» ex~ibitpronounced peaks and valleys 

which are indicative of constructive and d~structive interference of the , 

electron waves scattered from planes parallel to the surface as the 

electron wave.length is varied. A rather complete quantum mechanical 

description of this scattering has been achieved through the ·~fforts of 

a number of theorists in recent years, but the details are outside the 

scope of this discussion (see, for e'xample, the book by Pendry(4». We 

simply mention here that an accurate description of the I-V profiles 

• requires, in general, consideration of several orders of multiple' 

scattering (a partial-wave analysis is normally used), absorption due to 

inelastic events and vibrational (Oebye-Waller) effects • 

The analysis proceeds as follows. The diffraction beam intensities 

are measured, and the intensities are then calculated ;·b'3sedon a 

scattering rodel in which the essential parameter to be adjusted is the 

atomic geometry. The assumed geometry is varied until the best ·fit 

(principally with regards to peak positions and to a lesser extent as 
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regards relative intensities) bebveen theory and experiment is reacheJ 

(F"ig. 3)0 Fortunately, the calculated, I-V profiles are very sensitive· 
o 

to geometrical spacings so that accuracies of 0.1 A in atomic positions 

have been obtained in the better calculations. This proccJun~ ha~ been 

applied to quite a nUlnber of clean su~faces(7) and has also provided 
. (10) . (q) 

quantitative bonding information for ator.l1C and molecular adsor~ates. -

Alternatives to this rather indirect method of analysis have not as yet 

proven viable. 

r~etal Surfaces 

Metal surfaces are well suited for electron beam studies because of 

the absence of space charge build-up during the diffraction experiment 

and their resistance to electron beam damage. A variety of cleaning pro-

cedures are applicable to metal surfaces, both in and out of the vacuum 

chamber. Several !Ie tal surfaces have been extensively studied vJith LEED, 

by simple diffraction pattern observations as well as detailed intensity 

analysis of the diffraction beams. (7) Indeed the study of metal sur-

faces provided the testing ground for LEED multiple-scattering theories 

and placed surface crystallography by the method mentioned earlier on a 

reasonably firm foundation; this motivated extension to the more complex 

problem of the surface structures of chemisorbed species. (10) 

The thermodynarhi cally favored surfaces are those ~/i th dense ly-packed 

planes of atoms exposed (Fig. 2). In conventional crystallographic terms 

these are thelm'/ .Miller index planes(13) (e.g., the familiar (100), 

(110), and (111) planes of a face-centered cubic lattice). The surface 

unit cell of a lm'l-index face of a clean netal surface has generally been 

• 
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found to be' that expected fro::1 the projecti on of the bulk (::-r'1Y) uni t 

cell to the surface (referred to as (lxl)), and the uoper~Jost lilyer z-

spacing is equal to the bulk value to within the estimated accuracy of 

about 5%. However, the Al(llO) (5-l5~),(7) ~o(lOO) (11-12~),(7) and 

t~(lOO) (6:n(14) surfaces seem to show substantial contraction in be 

Upper~layer z-spac;ng with respect to the bulk, while retaining the (lxl) 

surface unit cell. A simple contraction or expansion of the interplanar 

z-spacing of this kind is usually termed a relaxation. ~'lore dri'lmatically, 

the (100) and (110) faces of Ir,(15) pt,(16) and Au(17,13) are reconstructed, 

i.e., the t\'1o-dirrensional surface unit cell is different from that given 

by the termination of the bulk structure along the plane of interest. In 

general, one observes that crystal planes having relatively less dense 

packing of atoms 't1i1l be more prone to relaxation or reconstruction, as 

compared to the nnst densely-paded plane of a given crystal structure. 

This is consistent with the removal of a larger number of nearest-neighbor 

atoms in forming a surface of the less densely-packed planes. In order 

to minimize the surface free energy in these cases a rearrangement 

(perhaps a subtle one such as a slight buckling of the surface) of sur

'face atoms from bulk positions may, therefore, be quite favorable. The 

. (100) surfaces of Ir, Pt, and Au, for example, exhibit the diffraction 

pattern illustrated in Fig. 4. The spots from a nominal (lxl) surface 

occur at the corners of the squares but there are extra or "fractional

order" spots in between indicative of do~ains of (5xl) superstructure.(19) 

By the designation "(5xl) superstructure" we simply mean that the unit 

ce 11 vectors character; z; ng the peri odi city of the reconstructed surface 

are respectively five times larger than, and eqlldlto, the corresponding 
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vectors of the (1:<1) cell. T:1i5 large apparent unit cell c(ln ~;e ,Jut' to 

the superposition of smaller unit cells ~~ich are rationally r~ldt2j (50-

called coincidence structures) and a plausible, thougil unproven, su0gestion 

is that the reconstructed surface consists of a hexagonal close-packed 

layer of atoms lying on top of the undistorted (100) p13nes. (17) 

There is considerable interest in alloy surfaces due i~ part to their 

potential as efficient catalysts. Order-disorder transformations which 

are well-cllaracterized for some bulk alloy systems rlay also b.-: stucied in 

the surface region. Studies of the surface structure by LEED have been 

carried out for alloys such as Cu-Au, Cu-Al, and Ag-?d. The appearance 

of superlattice beams in the LEEO patterns for the Cu 3Au(lOO) su~face,(20,21) 

for example, indicates the presence of long-range order in the alloy sur-

face as~in the bulk below the order-disorder ttansition temperatur~ 

T c =. 390°C. However, the tempera ture dependence of these bear:1S seems to 

indicate a different behavior of the long-range order parameter for the 

surface of this alloy as compared to the bulk. (20) 

Semiconductor Surfaces 

Several elemental (5i, Ge) and compound (GaAs, InSb, etc.) semi-

, conductor surfaces have been studied by LEEO; and in some cases diffraction 

beam intensities have been analyzed. Whereas surface reconstruction is 

• 

certainly rare for metals it seems to be very common for semico~ductors. (22) w 

In a general way this behavior can be ascribed to the rrore localized, 

directional character of the bonding in semiconductors as opposed to the 

delocalized bonding picture appropriate for metals. Competing models 

for the reconstruction of cleaved silicon surfaces involve either periodic 
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displaccl;,entsof the surface atollS fro:';1 bul:-: positions Ot {,Ie fOl~::ld;:;:ln 

of order~d surface vacancies. A qUdntitative LEEJ int2nsit; dnalys~s to 

discrimi;1dte betl'ieen these models is presently lacking but ,'Iiii :lO:;~ful1y 

be soon forthcoming. ,1, cOf1plet2 set of L~ED int::!nsit;1 datJ ;~JS ~)2-2:\ 

obtained for ,tne (2xl) reconstructed surface of 5;(100), and its surfac2 

t " '-1 d" l' .' t' (23) s rUCLurelS curren~ y un er tlleoretlca . lnveStlga lon. 

We consider the CJse of the reconstructed silicon{lll) surfac~. 

Upon cleav3ge in UH'I ~h2 LEED di ffraction pattern shol'/s spo~s i:dj.~Jtive 

of (2xl) 5uperlattice periodicity. This str-uct:Jre is :'!e~astab121nd 

converts with annealing to the stable (7x7) superstructure (Fig. 5) whicn 

is preceded by an a~parent (lxl) structure at the phase transition 

temperature near 400°C.(24) Rowe and Phillips(25) have argued th3t 

whereas a surface buckling model of the kind proposed by Han~man(26) 

provides a satisfactory explanation of the metastable (2xl) surface, a 

qualitatively different model such as the one proposed by Lander(27) in-

volving ordered surface vacancies is necessary to explain the prooerties 

of the annealed (7x7) surface. At present the evidence is inconclusive, 

and most experiments and theories have focused on the (2xl) structure. 

The essence of Haneman's model (26) for this surface is as follows. In 

the bulk material the Si ~oms are tetrahedrally coordinat~d with an 

sp3 hybrid bonding scheme. The surface atoms, hO"'/ever, have only three 

nearest-neighbors and the remaining "dangling bond" may have a tendency 

to become /TOre p-like. If this happens the back bonds vlill tend tov/ards 

sp2 hybridization or tttgon~l bonding w~ich is eSsentially planar. 'fh~se 

considerations suggest a movemen't of the surface atom towards the second 

plane of atoms (contraction of the back bonds), but this will in turn 
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give riSe to lateral forces 0(1 the second layer Jto;lIS, forces '.~hic~ CJn 

be released if other at0l11S in the upper layer are slightly raised. iile 

net result, of course, is a slight buckling or rumoling of the surface 
o 

caused by the raiSing and lowering (rcD.l-i).2 A) of alternate rO'dS of 

surface atoms, thereby producing a (2xl) periodicity. A number of 

theoretical calculations for the electronic structure of the idealized 

Si(lll)-(lxl) surface have been reported, notably the initial self-con

sistent one due to Appelbaum and Hamann(23) showing the Ddrtially occupied 

dangling-bond surface state band lying in the semiconductor band gao •. . 
Schluter et al. (29) have subsequently considered the effect of the 

buckling model for (2xl) reconstruction and find that the dangling bond 

state is split with a transfer of charge frorn the inwardly relaxed atoms 

to the outwardly relaxed ones, the surface becoming partially ionic. 

Non-stoi chiometry is apparently a major factor in the obServed re-

construction of the polar faces of the III-V semiconductors such as 

GaAs (iincblendestructure). The (111) face, for example, ':lOuld ideally 

have all Ga atoms at the surface bonded to As atoms immediately beneath 

the surface while the reverse would be true of the (TTT) face. However, 

the (TTT) surface has been found to lose As at elevated temperatures and 

this' is associated with a (Mxli9) surface structure~ \'Ihile the 10'.'1 

temperature (2x2) structure is arsenic-stabilized.(30,31) Similarly, 

phosphorous is found to preferentially desorb at high tempera.tures from 

the GaP(TT1) surface. (32) On the other hand, the GaAs(llO) surface which 

has an equal number of Ga and As surface atoms does not exhibit recon

struction. (33) 

A LEEDintensity analysis has been reported for the layered metal 

• 

• 
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dichalcogeniue compound j·loS2 by ;·1rstik et al.(34) These interesting 

compounds consist of layers of covalently bonded atoms coupled to si:nilar 

layers by \'ieak Van der l·laals forces. Each layer has the t,Jnsit;on 1;',2t~11 
, 

atom sandwiched between planes of chalcogen atoms. The authors found no 

evidence for surface reconstruction and good agreement resul ted bebleen 

calculated and experimental I-V profiles for the bulk interatomic saacings. 

Ionic Crystal Surfaces 

Ionic crystals are insulators consisting of a lattice of alternating 

positively and negatively charged ions (e.g. 9 Na+ and Cl-) for which the 

bul k collesi ve energy is due to Coulomb forces bet~'/een ions. However 9 at 

the surfaces of these materials there is a net electric field arising 

from the ionic half-space b~neath the surface which in turn may polarize 

the ions in the surface layer. These polarization fields affect the 

anions and cations differently and may cause considerable distortion at 

the surface. Definitive studies of the surface atomic structure of ionic 

materials have not yet been made by electron-diffraction techniques. 

Ho\'iever, McRae and Cald\-'/ell (35) did find LEED evidence for a distortion 

, of the (100) surface of LiF indicating that the top Li and F sublayers 

do not lie in the same plane, i.e., the surface is periodically buckled. 

This result is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical predictions 

of Benson and co-workers(36} and has been further investigated with LEED 

intensity calculations. (37) 

A number of studies have pointed to possible non-stoichiometry of 

alkali-halide crystal surfaces upon cleavage. (38,39) These surfaces may 

also become charged or damaged under electron be.am exposure. In general 

( 
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there is preferential desorrtion of the halogen atO!1 from the sud.1ce by 

the electro!1 beam with rather high efficiency and the associat2d formation 

of F and 1"\ color centers. (33,110) Sorile of t11e52 effects \.lay be ;ni n i i'1; zed '" 

by \'larking at elevated t2r'1peratures to increase conducti'lity and to p2r-

mit rapid diffusion of ions from the bulk to recombine with vacancies at 

the surface. The elementary theoretical models of the surface structure 

outlined above may have to be modified to include the possibility of 

varying degrees of non-stoichiometry at the surface. 

Oxide Surfaces 

The interaction of oxygen with metals to produce various surface 

oxides is of considerable chemical and technological interest, but re-

latively few structural studies have been carried out by LEED. Changes 

in chenical comoosition have been related to the formation of ne','1 surface - . 
unit cells as evidenced for the (0001) surface of a-alumina (A1 203) where 

reconstruction at elevated tenperatures in -vacuum was associated \'lith 

loss of oxygen. (41) The observed transfor~ation from a (lxl) to a 

(/3fx/3f) unit cell could be reversed by oxidation of the surface in 10-4 

torr of oxygen at 1000 0 -1200°C. The reconstructed surface has been 

interpreted(4l) in terms of a reduced oxide surface layer containing Al l + 

or A1 2+ ions. Fiermans and Vennik(42) have studied the transformation of 

a V2OS(010) surface to one characteristic of V1ZOZ6 (010) under the in

fluence of the electron beam. The authors found that the transformation 

proceeds by domain formation and two different intermediate superstructures ,-

of (4xl) and (lxZ) periodicity were involved depending on the degree of 

sample non-s toi chi ometry. In more recent \-Iorkl eadi n9 to quantitati ve 
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structuralde~errninations Legget al. (13) hdV2 reported L~ED intensit'l data 

for the (001) surface of MgO • 

Molecular.Crystal Surfaces 

i'101ecular crystals constitute a large and imoortant group of r.1aterials 

that includes most organic solids, but only very recently have the surface 

structures of so~e of these materials been investigated on an ato~iic sole 

by LEED. Ice and naphthalene have been grown by vapor deposition on a 

Pt(111) substrate and observation of the LEED diffraction patterns have 

allowed studies of the surface morphologies as a function of substrate 

structure, temperature, and exposure. (44) The ice structure was obtained 

by exposing a clean Pt(lll) surface to 'tlater vapor flux of 1014 molecules 

cm-2sec- 1 at substrate temperatures of from 125 K to 155 K for several 

minutes. The diffraction pattern observed is almost identi~al to that of 

domains of a Pt(l11)-{l3xl3) R30° surface structure, rotated 60 0 to each 
o 

other; the domains are of the order of 30 A in linear dimensions. The 

pattern is most probably due to domains of the (111) face of fcc ice grmvn 

parallel to the Pt(111) surface. Similarly, ordered surface structures 

. of naphthalene ",ere grown between 105 and 200 K and the observed diffraction 

pattern is that expected from the monoclinic naphthalene crystals growing 

with (001) planes parallel to the Pt{l11) surface. (44) Several-other 

materials under similar study at this laboratory include benzene, trioxane, 

n-octane, cyclohexane, and methanol. 

Ordered films of (Cu-, Fe-, and meta1-free-) phthalocyanines have 

recently been grown by vapor deposition on Cu(V)O), Cu(ll1), and Pt(l1l) 
o 

substrates (monolayer to 500 A film thickness) and studied by conventional 
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LEED tec:miques. (45) The diffraction patterns are consistent '/lib a 

relatively large surface unit cell containing one phthalocyanine !::oL::cu12 • 

with the plane of the molecule parallel to the surface alane. Th2 first ~ 

layer of molecules is cheElically bonded to the substrate; it appeJr-s t~lJt 

thecentral 8etal atom of the molecule plays only a limited role in this 

bonding. Other materials presently under study in this laboratory are 

the amino acids glycine, tryptophan, and alanine grm'in on metal sub-

strates. 

,Each of the above studies has indicated that gro'tlth of an ordered 

monolayer phase is essential to ordered growth of the film, a(ld that 

suitable matching of metal substrate and molecular crystal is of consid

erable importance in such studies. 

General problems encountered in LEED studies of molecular crystals 

are sample damage and space charging under electron beam exposure. The 

vapor pressure of the sample must also be te~perature controlled to 

allow study ~nder UHV conditions. In the above research, charging effects 

were largely avoided by vapor growth of suitably thin films ona con

ducting SUbstrate. This procedure, hO'lJever, rather severely limits the 

kinds of surfaces that ~y be studied, and it is anticipated that LEED 

systems utilizing much lower beam currents can remedy the charging problem 

as well as alleviate the problem of electron beam damage. These" advances 

would then allow study of a wide variety of molecular crystal 'surfaces 

obtained by suitable cleavage or cutting of bulk crystals. 

Stepped Surfaces 

To this point \'ie have been concerned with nominally "flat" s'urface 
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struct'JicS 'tlhich correspond to the close-pac~ed(lo'~1 i·liller index) ~lanes 

of atoms {neglecting possible surface buckling and a small percentage of 

surface defects). It is well known, however, that surfaces obtained by 

cleavage contain regions which exhibit a stepped topology, consisting of 

flat terraces separated by ?tens or edges typicany one dton in height. 

(,l6 ) 
Regular arrays of such steps were studied with LEED by Ellis and Schwoebel 

on uranium dioxide crystals by cutting a fe't/ degrees off be (111) olane . 

fo11m·/ed by cleaning and annealing in vacuum. The ne\'I periodicity intro-

duced by the ordered array of steps (allowing for some variation in terrace . 
\'lidth and step height) is readily apparent in the diffraction patt2rns by 

the splitting of spots into doublets and sometimes multiolets as quantified 

. by Ellis and Sch\'/oebel (46) and by Henzler(47) who presented a for::lula for 

finding the average step height. Lang et al. (43) examined a number of 

stepped platinum surfaces prepared by cutting at different angles from a 

low-index plane. The ordered stepped surfaces were found to be stable in 

UHV for temperatures up to 1500 K •. The appropriate cutting angles a~e 

closely related to directions along various high Miller index planes in 

the crystal, but these sparsely-packed, closely-spaced planes are of little 
'. 
utility for visualization purposes. More conveniently, 'fie may simple in-

' . 
. dicate the average terrace width in atoms and the terrace orientation 

followed by the step orientation, 'e.g., Pt[6(111)x(100)]. In Fig. 6a \'/e 

show the diffraction pattern and surface topology for an essentially step

free platinum surface and the corresponding diagrams for a high step 

density surface ('1..18%) ,in Fig. 6b. Figure 6c illustrates a stepped sur

face that also possesses a high density of kinks along the steps. 

Stepped surfaces are particularly interesting because of the presence 
~ 
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of step anu kink sites having lower coordination number than terr1c~ 3it2S 

and, in fact, these surfaces often exhibi t strikingly Ji ff21'2nt c112';1io1 

behavior from low-index planes. Ibach and co-workers(19) foun~ an CX~ 

ponential intrease 0ith step density in the iticking coeffici~ht'for oxygen 

adsorption on cleaved silicon surfaces. RO'tle et ale (SO) have report2u UPS 

spectra showing strong dependence on step density for cleaved silicon. 

Somorjai and associates have found higher re~ctivity of stepped sJrfaces 

as opposed to nominally step-free surfaces in the hydrogen-deuteriur:l ex-

change reaction(51) and for several hydrocarbon reactions at 10\'1 pressures. (52) 

Some theoretical interpretations of the electronic properties of ste;:Jped 

surfaces have been given for metals{SJ,54) and semiconductors~55,56). 

There may i,ndeed be a correspondence in chemical properties bet':leen atoms 

in step and kink sites on single-crystal surfaces and surface atoms on 

small metal clusters of importance in industrial catalysts, and for this 

reason alone it is probable that the properties of steppe·d surfaces 1,'1ill 

continue to be a topic of lively interest. 

Conclusion 

Great progress has been made in utilizing low-energy electron 

diffraction for.surface structural analysis as evidenced by several con-

vincing studies oLclean metal surfaces and a few chemisorbed sys~ems, 

but a vast amount of work obviously remains. He expect that the eluci-

dation of .the bondinggeorr.etries of various chemisorbed molecules on 
, .. 

surfaces by LEED techniques will be one of the forem9st challenges. Also 

of great interest will be the determination of the precise ator.lic geo

metries of the many recons~ructed surfaces, a topic \~here much speculation 

• 
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exists but little is actually kno~n. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 A low-energy electron diffraction ap~aratu~ of the post-acceleration 

type. ,Gri dsA and C are at grounq pot2nti al for sh i ~ ldi n9 purposes, '" 

and a vol tage nearly equal to the, gun ,accelerating ;potential is 

placed on grid B so that ,only the elastically backscattered electrons 

may pass through it. These electrons are then post-accelerated to 

a phosphor screen for observation through the viewport. 

Fig. 2 LOvl-energy electron diffraction pattern from the Pt(lll) crystal 

face and a schematic of the surface atomic arrangement. 

Fig. 3 An example of experimental LEED intensity-voltage profiles (Ref. 

12) and their comparison to theoretical calculations (Ref. 11) for 

the specular1y reflected beam from the Ni{OOl) surface at three 

incident beam angles. 

Fig. 4 Diffraction pattern from the Pt(lOO) crystal face exhibiting the 

(5x1) surface structure. 

Fig. 5 .Diffraction pattern from the stable form of the $i(lll) surface 

which exhibits (7x7) structure. 

fig. 6 Diffraction patterns and schematic of mean surface configurations 

for platinum crystal surfaces exhibiting a) a low detect density, 

b) regular step arrays with an av~rage spacing be~Neen steps of 6 

atoms, and c) regular step arrays with kink sites along the steps. 

Note the spot spl i ttings in b) and c) indi cati ve of the regul ar 

step arrays •. 
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